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AGENDA

 Representing data structures of algorithm

 Implementing data paths 

 Controlled data path design

 Serial Vs Parallel processing architectures

 Effective algorithm verification techniques
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DATA STRUCTURES IN ALGORITHM

 VHDL is object oriented language 
 1D, 2D, … ND  data types can be created with type 

keyword.

 One bit – std_logic

 Bus - std_logic_vector(7 downto 0)

 Array of signals
 Representing multi channel ADC output 

 Array of Array of signals
 Representing image pixel data

 VHDL doesn’t have native data types 
 std_logic is not part of language (it is defined in pacakge

std_logic_1164)

 VHDL allows operator overloading
 So operators meaning can be changed with packages.

 For example * can be used for signed or unsigned 
multiplication. 3

DECIDING BUS SIZES BASED ON

ALGORITHM

 Deciding on the bus sizes is crucial for area and 
speed optimization. 

 Most of the cases 2s complement or unsigned 
representation is used.

 The arithmetic, logical and bitwise operations are 
synthesizable on STD_LOGIC_VECTOR

 + , - , *

 =, <=, >=, /=

 And, xor, or, nand

 Note that the package included can change 
definition

 Handling floating point numbers requires usage 
of special IP cores
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DYNAMIC RANGE BASED BUS WIDTH

SELECTION

 Each bit contributes to 6 dB of dynamic range

 Depending on the required dynamic range the 
number of bits can be allocated

 Bit width selection at each stage optimally yields to 
high speed and low area designs.

 Truncating LSBs
 Truncating LSBs means loosing resolution

 Truncating MSBs
 Has to be done cautiously when we are sure about no 

information in most significat bits

 For example two N bit 2s complement multipliers lead to 
2N bit results in this one bit (first bit right to sign bit) can 
be discarded. 

 Taking sign bit is must in signed arithmetic.

 z <= y (y’high) & y(high-2 downto 0);
5

COMPUTATIONS IN ALGORITHMS

 Understanding 2s comp arithmetic is crucial

 Pipelining is required in realizing long equations

 Y = ((a + c ) * d) + e;

 IP cores are extensively used to realize complex 

operations.

 Floating point arithemetic

 FFT

 FIR filters
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CONTROLLED DATA PATH DESIGN

 Data path consists of arithmetic, logical and bitwise 
operators. 

 Data path is pipelined to meet throughput 
requirements

 Controller alters the signal flow in data path and 
achieves the required functionality.
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for (y=0,i=0 ; i<100 ; i ++)

y(i)=y(i)+ (x(i)* b(i))
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SERIAL VS PARALLEL
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EQUATION & BLOCK LEVEL

CONNECTIVITY

for (y=0,i=0 ; i<100 ; i ++)

y=y+ (x(i)* b(i))

-----------------------------------------------------------

If(y>0)

z = y ;

Else

z=-y;

-----------------------------------------------------------

w = 3*z +4;
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GENERATION OF ENABLES IN RTL DESIGN
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GENERATION OF ENABLES IN RTL DESIGN

 Case -1 

 The first block enable gets generated based on the 
source output availability. 

 A signal RDY enable will be generated. The next 
block takes this as input enable and processes.

 Case-2

 Occasions where second block can only take input 
data under some conditions.

 The second block (data sink) generates Ready for 
data (RFD).

 The first block (data source) must give output after 
checking the RFD=‘1’.

 The first block also sets new data (ND) enable, so 
that second block can load the data. 12
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HOW ENABLES PROPAGATE ACROSS

BLOCKS

 Controller based architecture

 The input enables change the state of controller

 At appropriate state the output enables get generated

 Simple RTL architecture with known pipeline 

delay

 The outputs gets updated after few clock cycle delay

 Delay the input enable and provide at output.
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USAGE OF IP CORES IN ALGORITHM

IMPLEMENTATION

 The common control / enable interfaces are 

important to understand

 Based on the clock and input data rate options 

the cores internally do resource sharing. 

 In simple condition where clock rate is same as 

data rate for FIR filter RFD is always 1 and RDY 

will also be always 1.

 Important IP cores

 FIR filter

 FFT 

 DDS

 CORDIC
14
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VERIFICATION ISSUES OF RTL 

IMPLEMENTED ALGORITHMS

 Interpreting the signal values with fixed point 
representation and matching with MATLAB/C 
simulation is critical skill

 Truncate the Matlab outputs at different stages 
to produce bit accurate match with RTL result

 A= 1.26

 A = [ floor (A*(2^2)) ] / (2^2)    

 This operation leaves A with only 2 fractional bit 
accuracy with value 1.25.

 Take the MATLAB/C output as golden result in 
verification test bench

 Use assertions and file based test benches to 
check the design rigorously. 15

EXAMPLE ADVANCED VHDL TEST BENCHES

(UTS DEVELOPED VERIFICATION IPS)

 Using file read and writes

 Using float to fixed type converters for verifying 

with inputs /outputs of matlab codes.
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CONCLUSIONS

 Any algorithm can be translated for RTL 

implementation targeting FPGAs for high throughput 

applications.

 Identifying the arithmetic operations and its resulting 

bit width (accuracy) requirements is crucial for 

optimal design.

 Usage of IP cores can reduce the design time 

considerably. 

 All IP cores has common enable usage issues. 

 Effective verification is possible by developing bit 

truncation models of MATLAB/C version of algorithm.

 Assertions and file based test benches can reduce test 

time and also can give 100% functional coverage.
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THANK YOU
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